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European Passengers’ Federation EPF

The voice of European Public Transport users since 2002

Promoting passengers’ interests on the European level

Umbrella for 37 member organisations in 21 countries

Financed by member organisations

Covering all modes of transport: 

at local, national and international  level

by rail , road, waterborne and air

Participating in expert groups:

Platform International Passenger Rail

DG-MOVE - LANDSEC

RMMS Working Group

UNECE Landtransport

UIC Covid-Task Force

ERA Board 
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Reliability and security 
- punctuality, safety and security 

Travel time
- "entire journey" including timetable coordination

Easyness and transparency
- availability of tickets, traffic information  

Comfort
indoor climate, sound environment, congestion  

Experience 
- service facilities, customer treatment 

Passengers hierarchy of needs

Drives satisfaction 

Drives dissatisfaction 



Development of public transport ticketing



Seamlessness already reality for car users



Digital robustness is as important as infrastructural robustness



Low awareness of passenger rights



National act for public transport passenger rights in Sweden

Aim
Increase the share of public transport -
Provide financial incentives for carriers to prevent delays
Harmonize rights amongst different operators 

Extent
1. right to information about services, traffic disruptions and passenger rights
2. right to compensation in the event of delays longer than 20 minutes
3. right to a refund for seasonal tickets at significant changes in the services

Applicable for short distance journeys (<150 km) by train, metro, tram or bus
The length of the line determines whether the national act or EU Passenger Rights apply



Information obligations for carriers

The act requires carriers to provide information on:
- timetables for the services offered
- ticket prices, terms and conditions and passenger rights
- delays, disruptions and their cause, duration and consequences
- accessibility information about vehicles, stations and stops
- ability to carry bicycles and conditions for it
- safety and security issues
- contact information to the carrier

Information should be provided in an appropriate form to the 
attention of persons with disabilities

Regulatory oversight is handled by the Swedish Consumer Agency 
that can apply sanctions in the event of non-compliance



Compensation in the event of disruptions

Passengers are entitled to compensation for delays longer than 20 min
Reimbursement for alternative carriage (taxi or own car) amounts up to 120 EUR or:
- 50% of ticket price for delays > 20 min
- 75% of ticket price for delays > 40 min
- 100 % of ticket price for delays > 60 min

The act prescribes a minimum level and allows more advantageous applications
Contract terms which are non beneficial to passengers in relation to the act are 
invalid 

Planned changes in the timetable must be published at least three days in advance

No force majeure is applied

Since 2018 railway undertakings can claim compensation from Swedish 
infrastructure managers (right of recourse) if that part is responsible for the delay



European exampels of delay compensation

RMV-10-Minuten-Garantie
Public transport passengers in the Frankfurt region receive compensation in the event of
delays of more than 10 minutes
for single ticket max 6 EUR - for season tickets proportionally calculated for assumed trips, 
but at least EUR 0.5 per trip.
After 21:00, compensation for taxi journeys up to EUR 25 is given.



Examples of automatic delay compensation



Examples of automatic delay compensation



Summary

Market liberalization requires more uniform rules
Higher reliability creates greater confidence and increases demand
Digitization can be used to streamline and tailor but cannot completely replace traditional channels 
Contactless payment could make public transport more accessible for unfrequented passengers 
Different payment system will still need to  be offered 
Development of a EU-wide multimodal passenger rights can learn from the Swedish act
Regulations on how information about passenger rights should be provided will probably be needed
Financial incentives for carriers offering more reliable services could be a driving force  to avoid disruptions
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